
Equities have been selling off since the release of the US' CPI inflation
reading yesterday afternoon as investors were spooked by the higher
than expected rise in inflation and began to look to the possibility of
central bank tightening sooner than we expected. 
April's month-on-month CPI result came in on Wednesday at 0.8% vs
0.2% forecasts, the figure's highest monthly result since August 2008.
'Core CPI', which measures the same data as CPI but excluding food and
energy, came in at a robust 0.9% vs 0.3% expectations. However, when
we look at the same data compared with the same month last year, we
see a 4.2% CPI result and 3.0% for Core CPI. Central bank leaders have
alluded to the fact that temporary spikes in y/y inflation results are to be
expected this quarter after the price plunges this time last year. 
Market participants are now weighing up when the Fed might be forced
to step in and adjust its highly accommodative monetary policy to stave
off rapidly rising inflation. Fed Chair Jerome Powell has repeatedly said
however, that the US central bank will maintain their low-rate regime and
sustain asset purchases for now, in order to support an economy still
emerging from last year's sharp and deep recession. 
Looking at market reactions to yesterday's CPI results, tech stocks with
valuations on the higher side were hit hardest, with the Nasdaq index
dropping 2.7% versus the S&P's 2.15% fall and the Dow Jones' 2%. The
closely watched US 10yr sold off as investors priced in the higher chance
of a sooner than expected tapering of the Fed's QE programme, the
bond now yielding 1.7%  for the first time since mid-April. Europe's
benchmark German 10yr has breached the -0.10% yield mark to the
upside, with the bond itself trading its lowest prices in two years.
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Equities: Stock markets in Europe are over 2% lower on Thursday morning, with the main indices
trading their lowest levels since late March. This risk-off tone comes after the release of yesterday's US
CPI inflation reading which we have pointed to in recent Daily Updates as a strong potential catalyst for
volatility. Likewise, futures in the United States are on the back foot this morning as the S&P 500's VIX
index pushes sharply higher this week, to $28.27 at the time of writing.
Currencies: The Dollar made some gains on Wednesday after an initially choppy reaction to the US'
inflation results which came in hotter than expected. EUR/USD is flat this morning at 1.207, having fallen
63 basis points yesterday as investors piled out of risk assets and sought the safe-haven greenback. In
the medium to longer run we expect the Dollar to resume its downward trend as higher inflation drives
US real rates further into negative territory. EUR/GBP has traded broadly flat in recent days since
Monday's Pound appreciation following the weekend polling in Britain, with attention turning to the USD
as the week has gone on.
Safe-havens: Gold has fallen by roughly 1.5% since the inflation result, as the inversely correlated
Dollar has increased in value. We are a buyer of gold during dips in the current environment, and
reiterate our $2,100 end of year price target for the inflation-hedge commodity. Yields are higher as
investors price in the possibility of faster than expected central bank tightening as inflation surges, US
10yr and German 10yr now yielding 1.7% and -0.98% respectively.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we will see the weekly US unemployment claims figure, followed
tomorrow by the monthly US retail sales release. Tomorrow we will also get an insight into US industrial
production and consumer sentiment levels. Next week looks to be slightly quieter on the data front, we
will get the Fed's latest meeting minutes however and May PMIs from Europe and the US.
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Bitcoin is over 12% lower on Thursday after Tesla boss Elon Musk last
night announced that the electric car maker would stop accepting the
cryptocurrency as payment for its cars. In a tweet on Wednesday, Musk
pointed to the environmental impact of Bitcoin mining, which has been
cited in the past by critics for being energy intensive and a detriment to
the climate. "Cryptocurrency is a good idea on many levels and we
believe it has a promising future, but this cannot come at a great cost to
the environment" the tweet reads.
According to research from the University of Cambridge, bitcoin mining
currently devours about the same amount of energy per annum as the
Netherlands did during 2019.

Non-bank mortgage provider Finance Ireland has announced it plans to
offer a 20-year fixed term rate on residential mortgages. 
"We've been working on the introduction of longer dated fixed rates for
some time now in order to allow customers benefit from the historically
low interest rates now available" said chief executive Billy Kane. 
These new 20-year fixed rates are being offered at 2.6% for a loan to
value (LTV) ratio of 60% or lower, and 2.99% for an LTV of 90% or below. 


